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Lecture 5 - The Analysis of Nama Rupa (Mind and Matter) and  

Introduction to Discernment of the Conditions (Paccayapariggaha). 

A student wishing to understand and to practice meditation expounded in the commentaries to 

Suttas and Abhidhamma as summarized in the Path of Purification (Visuddhimagga) is supposed 

to study in detail the first Thorough Knowledge (parinna 遍知) called The Thorough Knowledge 

of the objects of Wisdom (nata parinna 所知遍知). 

The purpose of this first thorough knowledge is to penetrate the fact of non-self (anatta 無我) 

nature of all objects of our worldly experience through a direct comprehension that they are  

rupa only (色而已) nama only (名而已) arising continuing and ceasing (uppada 生, thiti 住, 

bhanga 滅) in processes of cognition (cittavithi 心過程). Because they are subjected to change 

moment by moment, the self in them can not be found however hard one tries to find it. 

All that can be found by a detailed analysis of the of the materiality and consciousness appearing 

at the six doors of perception inside and outside is impermanent, connected with suffering of 

impermanence and thus by definition deprived of self (meaning a lasting substance). 

That which can be found by the six senses engaged in an analytic meditation is only five  

aggregates, twelve bases and eighteen elements (蕴處界). These arise due to causes and conditions, 

never without them. 

They arise and cease immediately after having arisen, they arise and cease in processes of  

cognition, moment by moment. 

According to the commentaries a complete understanding of the objects of wisdom can only be 

achieved when one has analyzed in detail all the categories of mind moments (cittuppada)  

together with their mental factors and with objects experienced by them. 

The knowledge of objects of wisdom is the preparatory understanding (anubodha nana 隨覺知), 

being a condition for a penetrative knowledge (pativedha nana 通達知), which happens to arise 

through the thorough knowledge of investigation and abandoning (tirana parinna 成推度變知, 

pahana parinna 離遍知). 

The thorough knowledge of abandoning has the mundane and the supermundane part to become 

complete. 

The knowledge of objects of wisdom, including first two kinds of vipassana knowledge 

(namarupariccheda 名色分别 and paccayapariggaha 緣起知) is acquired as follows: 

Namarupapariccheda knowledge to be complete has four steps which form the 

foundation for the paccayapariggaha knowledge. In fact the paccaya pariggaha 

knowledge is a natural continuing of the investigation of the selfless nature of  

all worldly experience on the base of knowing its objects. 

In the Path of Purification, the thorough knowledge of object of wisdom is defined in terms of  

two kinds of purification: 
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(a) Purification of View (ditthivisuddhi) defined briefly as discernment of mind and matter with 

respect to their characteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes (see A 

Comprehensive Manual of Abhidhamma, tr. Bhikkhu Bodhi, p. 349), and 

(b) Purification of Overcoming Doubt (kankhavitaranavisuddhi) defined as discernment of  

the conditions of the same mind and matter. 

If one wants to understand the next Purification, the Purification by knowledge and vision of  

what is the path and what is not the path (maggamaggananadassanavisuddhi) consisting of two 

kinds of vipassana knowledge, namely: 

(a) The knowledge of comprehension (sammasananana) 

(b) The knowledge of rise and fall (of all formations) (udayabbayanana) 

(See VM chapter 20 Nanamoli, tr. p. 704-744.) 

Then one should understand the sequence in terms of practice as follows: 

(a) Rupapariccheda: knowledge of all rupas that can be employed as objects of contemplation of 

the three characteristics (三相). They are called sammasana rupas (思惟色), rupas, or rupas 

suitable for vipassana contemplation, or nipphana rupas, rupas produced by the four causes  

giving rise to rupa, namely karma, mind, climate and nutrition (kamma 業, citta 心, utu 時節,  

ahara 食 )(see VM tr., p. 715-719). Without this, as the Path of Purification teaches, 

the knowledge of nama rupa as meditation object (kammatthana 業處) is incomplete. (VM. 2 p. 

246-248 with commentary) (For study of rupa see A manual of Abhidhamma chapter 6 with  

a comprehensive chart of Matter in Bhikkhu Bodhi's translation, p. 262-3; The Path of Purification, 

chapter 14, p. 489-508 with table 1, p. 878.) 

(b) The knowledge of the immaterial (nama pariccheda) should start with study of 89 cittas 

peculiar to the Theravada system of analysis. They are divided into four planes (kamavacara 欲界, 

rupavacara 色界, arupavacara 無色界 and lokuttara 出世界) and into four kinds; wholesome, 

unwholesome, resultant and functional (kusala 善, akusala 不善, vipaka 異熟, kiriya 唯作). 

Twelve kinds of unwholesome appear in the sensual sphere only and as to the wholesome states  

of mind, eight appear in the sensual sphere, five in the subtle form sphere, four in the formless 

sphere and four in the supermundane sphere. 

In the same way, according to the sphere the 36 resultants and 20 functional mind states should  

be studied consulting: VM (Path of Purification, Chapter 14) consciousness, feeling and  

perception aggregates p. 506-520 with Table 3; chapter 1 in Bhikkhu Bodhi's translation with  

tables 1-9, especially tables 1.8 and 1.9 in detail. 

Next study the mental factors according to their characteristics, functions, manifestations and 

primary causes as described in the Manual of Abhidhamma, chapter 2 preferably with  

Ven. Bikkhu Bodhi, tr. According to table 2.1, p. 79: 

Consult their association with different states of consciousness in the Manual of Abhidhamma,  

tr. Bodhi paragraphs 10-17 with tables on pages 112-3 and also VM tr. Nanamoli, chapter 14,  

p. 521-534 with table 2, 3, 4. 
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For textual sources for the 89 and 121 cittas, see AS tr. Bhikkhu Bodhi, p. 376-378. 

(i) The knowledge or definition of the immaterial and material (nama rupa pariccheda 名色分

别) in the processes of cognition called citta vithi, literary mental streets. 

All experience of beings according to the teaching of Abhidhamma occur in through the six  

doors provided the conditions for their occurrence are present, being five sensitivities 

(cakkhuppasada till kayappasada 清色) for the five door processes and heart base (hadayavatthu 

心物) for the mind door process being six bases (vatthu) six objects, light, space, air, water and 

earth element for the eye, ear, smell, taste and body consciousnesses respectively, attention and 

bhavanga 有分心 for the mental consciousness (see A = Abhidhammatthasangaha chapter 4; 

Vithisangahavibhaga; The enumeration of categories, The Six Sixes). 

The practical study of the six door mental processes starts with the study of the process of  

entering different stages of jhana. They are called The Process of Absorbtion Javanas in the Mind 

Door (appanajavana-manodvaravithi, see AS Ch. 4 Bodhi ,tr. &14, p. 167-69 with table n. 4.4). 

The mind door process includes both the “limited” or sense sphere process (paritta vithi) (see  

Bodhi 12-13), and the cognitive process in absorption (jhana) pertaining to the sublime (mahagatta) 

and supramundane (lokuttara, see chapter. 4, Bodhi, tr., p. 14-16). 

Having studied the entry into the process of absorption: 

 (preparation) 

 access 

 conformity 

 change of lineage 

 appana=fixation 

One becomes familiar with the sense sphere javanas 速 行 心  connected with wisdom,  

which appear and cease three or four times before fixation. Consequently it becomes possible to 

study all eight wholesome and fourteen unwholesome javana processes in the limited (sense sphere) 

according to the model described in Dhammasangani, Visuddhimagga and the Abhidhammattha-

sangaha, see Bodhi tr., Appendix 1). 

With a clear object (vibhutalambana) the mind door process will be as follows: 

 Vibration of the life continuum 有分心流動 

 The arrest of bhavanga 有分心流斷 

 Mind door adverting 意門轉向 

 Javana 速行 

 Registration 彼所緣 

At first the mind door process is studied with the help of concepts such as tables, wall, cloth,  

etc., but eventually all mental objects (Dhammaramana 法處) as mentioned are to be studied 

according to the same pattern. The Nirvana as mental object is accessible to the aryas only. 

With an obscure object (avibhutalambana) the Registration does not occur, instead the flow of 

bhavanga continues for one or two more moments. 
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There are two kinds of mind door processes distinguished in Pali: 

(a) Consequent to five door process (also called mixed, missaka) This process some  

commentaries (paramatthadipani) comment as a synthesizing function fusing the perception 

of distinct “shots” of the object perceived by the senses into the perception of unity as in the 

case of whirling fire brand perceived as a circle of fire (see AS Bodhi tr., p. 164).  

As grasping object as a whole, recognizing color, grasping entity, recognizing entity,  

grasping name, recognizing name, etc. 

(b) Independent (visumsiddha). 

Next the five door process (pancadvaravithi 五門心過程) is studied in it's four alternatives:  

very great, great, slight and very slight according to the pattern: 

1) Atita Bhavanga 過去有分心 

2) Bhavanga Calana 有分心波動 

3) Bhavanga Upaccheda 有分斷 

4) Pancadvaravajjana 五門轉向 

5) Pancavinnana 五識 

6) Sampaticchana 接受心 

7) Santirana 找尋心 

8) Votthapana 决定心 

9) Javana 速行心 

10) Tadarammana 彼所緣 

As the Atthasalini (commentary to Dhammasangani, the first book of Pali Abhidhamma explains 

(p. 281), in case of one of the five door processes, when an object appears, it will impinge both the 

mental door (bhavanga) and the sensitivity (pasadarupa) simultaneously becoming the cause 

vibration in bhavanga. 

The material object enters the avenue of sense at the duration moment of past bhavanga and  

lasts for seventeen mind moments (citta khana). The moment of it's cessation is the moment  

when the mind returns to bhavanga, Thus the experience of present object becomes possible.  

If the process is not complete and mind falls to bhavanga before reaching the Registration 

(tadarammana 彼所緣) the moments are added to the past bhavanga. Thus the seventeen moments 

remain as the period in which the mind bends (abhujita) to the material object. 

The commentaries use a simile of a man sleeping at the foot of a mango tree or to a spider in a web. 

With an undesirable object, the resultant (vipaka) kinds of consciousness; fivefold sense 

consciousness, reception, investigation and registration are unwholesome resultants, they become 

wholesome when the object is desirable. As to the seven moments of Javana, one can decide how 

to react to pleasant or unpleasant objects. According to the Sutta commentaries an advanced yogi 

does not let attachment or anger to pleasant or unpleasant object arise for more then two or  

three mind processes. 

The exception to the seven or six mind moments rule for the javanas is besides the attainment  

of jhana or path and fruit process described earlier is also the last active mind process of  
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a dying person, which due to his weakness lasts for five moments only. (For other special cases  

see AS chapter 4, tr. p. 21, 22; as to the analysis of mental process by way of individuals see  

AS chapter 4, tr., p. 25-27; as to the law of registration, see chapter 4 tr., p. 18-19.) 

Thus a yogi studies the material and immaterial states in mind processes, turning to analysis of 

materiality again and again whenever the immaterial states lose clarity. (See VM ch.18 tr.,  

p. 684-687). He defines continually in his contemplation the materiality and immateriality 

processes he has been investigating in the five door and mental processes in terms of the  

sphere of wisdom; five aggregates 五蕴, twelve bases 十二處, eighteen elements 八界, until in  

the words of VM vol. 2, p. 222: tato namanalakkhanam nama rupanalakkhanam rupanti, 

sankhepato namarupam vavathapeti vavatthapeti (he briefly determines his mind in this way,  

there is just this nama rupa, nama characteristic being bending to the object and rupa  

characteristic breaking). 

Thus the analysis of nama rupa is accomplished. 

Nama rupa vavatthana — The determination that there is no real being apart from materiality  

and mentality. 

Having analyzed all elements of his experience in the three spheres of the world as being just 

materiality. Mentality and concepts the selflessness of concepts such as being, individual soul, 

Brahma etc. is revealed. 

The yogi become aware of nama rupa and their interdependence being like a state of a blind  

man and a cripple coexisting where ever they appear (see VM tr., p. 691). Just as men depend  

on boat for traversing the sea, so the matter body needs the mental body for occurrence. 

 


